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The Motorola L6i is a stylish and advanced mobile all packed and brought to you at an affordable
price. It is a basic phone with good quality and is simple to use. It is a great mobile for those who do
not like those high end complicated mobiles for their use. Many features make it a real treat for the
buyers and give a pleasant surprise at the speed and the performance of the mobile. The mobile is
basic and can provide you with all the necessities of a mobile phone.

The Motorola L6i price is very cheap and one can use it for staying connected if you do not like to
carry expensive phones on long journeys. This stylish mobile can be bought in pink and silver,
which are very bright and lovely. The display screen is 2 inches but good enough to get a good view
of the numbers dialed and even text messages. It displays 65K colors which are bright and vivid. It
is a CSTN type of display screen and comes with a resolution of 128 x 160 pixels. This super slim
and sleek mobile can hide in your pocket due to its sleek dimensions that are 113 x 49 x 10.9 mm
and the weight is only 86 grams.

The camera is decent and gives good images to store in the mobile. It comes with a video recorder
as well. It features a self timer and is 0.3 mega pixels and is equipped with 4 x digital zoom and
optical zoom. However, there is no music player and does not feature any music format. You do not
get the FM radio. But you have the games facility and you can make yourself busy with the games
loaded in it. The battery provided is a standard battery type and is a lithium ion and has a capacity
of 820 mAH. The talk time provided is 3hours and the standby time is 345 hours. The inbuilt
memory is 10 MB, but cannot be expandable. You can get the call record facility, the phone book
etc.

The sound settings provided are the internal vibrating alert, specific caller tones, and loudspeaker
etc. It supports network of dual band and the tri band. The L6i comes with a USB connector and is
WAP enabled. It also has the Bluetooth facility. You can also use the provided voice dial.

The Motorola mobile price is on very reasonable price.
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